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Finland
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Communist Youth of Finland is the
youth organization of the Communist Party of Finland (CPF). We act
against capitalism, the power of
money, injustice, oppression, and
exploitation, and work for a new socialist system, where the aforementioned things don’t define anyone’s
life. Our aim is a communist society without, for example, states or
armies.

Today inequality is visible in many
forms, including poverty, homelessness, income insufficient for reasonable living, increasing amounts
of insecure work, racism, and discrimination. Additionally, the environmental crisis endangers life and
many species. These phenomena
are simultaneously national and international.

The reddest youth activity
Find your inner communist, join as a member!
en.kommunistinuoret.fi

These phenomena have in common their origin: capitalist profiteering and class divides caused by
capitalism, which create inequality between people. The capitalist
method of production ensures that
the majority of the yield from the
working class’s labour ends up in
the wallets of the owning class, the
bourgeoisie. But if workers shared
the fruit of their labour amongst
themselves, there would be no
class societies like the current one.

We are unique in the field of political youth action because we don’t
adhere to capitalism and the market economy and we have a vision
of transitioning to a new social and
economic system.
Communist Youth of Finland is
needed to bring these matters to
consciousness and discourse and
to work for the abolishment of
structures oppressing people, animals, and the environment.

If class divides aren’t acknowledged, working class people will turn
against each other, even though the
working class should work together
against capital.
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We organize activities, networking, and a discussion platform for
young people under 35 years old
who are communist or interested
in communism.
We are making Communist Youth
of Finland into a community with
an open atmosphere, where different kinds of people can feel accepted and heard.
Politically Communist Youth of Finland is an influential actor, working
to promote socialism and communism by organizing an array of

events and by taking a stand on societal issues and politics in Finland
and globally. We actively cooperate
with communist, leftist, and other
progressive youth organizations,
political parties, movements, and
actives.
We share correct information about
socialism and communism and
promote independent and critical
thought.

We work against inequality, capitalism, and imperialism
by means of activism and campaigning in different
organizations and roles, cooperating with other
progressives.

With our action and work we are paving the way for systemic
change, transition to socialism. This also demands the
nationalisation of the means of production and central
societal actors. Class divides will narrow and solidarity
and communality will take over competitiveness.

In communism there is no need for states and armies.
In an equal communist society there are no social classes
and thus no class divides.

Follow us on social media!
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You can also join our
Discord server, check out
the link from our Facebook
page’s Info site or ask on
social media!

en.kommunistinuoret.fi
#CommunistYouthOfFinland

